EZ Unified Girl’s & Boy’s Lacrosse full field lining kit.
Boy’s full field marking directions step by step. No measuring required!
Please read direction and look at diagrams before marking the boy’s lacrosse field.

Step #1 Find the corner of the field. Each Eazy Crease field line holder (Pic 1) has a number attached
to each line holders 1, 2, 3, and 4. Start with end loops on line 1 and end loop on line 2. Loop has
# and Start tag. Stake each end loop together using the spikes on the corner of the field (Pic 2). Roll
out line 1 wire down the sideline, and line 2 cross the end line. Now attach line 3 end loop to line 2
end loop by placing a spike in the loops, roll out line 3 down the other sideline of the field. Now attach
line 3 end loop to line 4 end loop placing spike in the loops together and roll out line 4 at the opposite
end of the field. Attach line 4 end loop to line 1 end loop by placing the spike in loops 1 and 4
together. Now you should have a full field boundaries (Pic 3). Make sure lines are straight and tight.

Do not pull lines using the spike in the end loops, this will cause the end loops to break.
Place hand in front of loop to pull lines tight. Check the corners to insure they are at a 90 degree
angle by placing the line holder outside edges to the outside edges of the corner clips (Pic 4). These
clips are located near the beginning and end of the line loops of the lines. Now start painting the field
by placing your striping machine wheels on the right edge of the line, this keep paint from getting on
the lines and the # tags (Pic 5). EZ Lines/Eazy Crease products are a tool and adult supervision is required.
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Step #2 Now that you have painted the boundaries of the field, move End line 2 or line 4 to clips GL
on line 1 and 3, place spike next to clip GL (Pic 6). This will allow you to mark the inside line of the goal
line 6 ft. marking a line from the corner to corner of clip G to G. Make sure lines are straight and tight.
Now start painting the line by placing your striping machine wheels on the right edge of the line, this
keeps paint from getting on the lines and tag # (Pic 7). In the center of clips G is clip #C to mark the
crease. Mark the crease using the boy’s original Eazy Crease marker (Pic 8). Included in kit.
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Step #3 move End line 2 or 4 to clip RL on both sides of line 1 and line 3 (Pic 9). Place the stakes in the
loops right next to the clips RL on lines 1 and 3 to mark the top of restraining line (Pic 10). Mark a line
all the way cross the field. Make sure lines are straight and tight. Now start painting the field by
placing your striping machine wheels on the right edge of the line, this keeps paint from getting on
the lines and the # Tag (Pic 11).
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Step #4 move End line 2 or 4 to clip C for center line on both sides of line 1 and 3(Pic 12). Place the
stake loops right next to the clips on lines 1 and 3 to mark the center line (Pic 13). Make sure lines are
straight and tight. Now start painting the center line by placing your striping machine wheels on the
right edge of the line, this keeps paint from getting on the lines and # tags (Pic 14). In the center of
lines 2 and 4 is tag #C this will allow you to mark the faceoff X (Pic 15).

Step #5 Repeat steps 3 and then step 2 to complete the other side of field.
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Step #6 Return line 2 or 4 back to End Line and move either line 1 or line 3 to clip RB on line 2 and line
4. Tighten line and paint from End line to top of restraining box (Pic 16). Move to wing line clip W and
mark to the other side to clip W (Pic 17). Move to the other side top of the restraining line and paint
to the end line (Pic 18). Repeat on other side of the field. Make sure lines are straight and tight. Make
sure striping machine wheels on the right edge of the line, this keeps paint from getting on the lines
and # tags (Pic 19).
Step #7 to mark the circles and arcs on to the last page.

Do not pull lines using the stake in the end loops, this will cause
the end loops to break. Place hand in front of loop to pull line.
For Info: Eazy Crease LLC /EZ Lines
Email: sportsfieldlining@yahoo.com Website: www.sportsfieldlining.com Phone: (859) 270-8373
Guarantee for Life! Only the Eazy Crease / EZ LINES marking tools

(WARNING!)
EZ LINES / Eazy Crease is a tool and adult supervision is required.

Winding the line back on the line holder’s instructions.
When winding the lines back on the line holders do not wind the line on tight this will cause the line holders to
bend. Wind the lines on loose. If the lines start to tangle when rolling the lines back on the line holder, turn
the line holder counterclockwise five time.

Directions using the unified field Eazy Crease for marking the girl’s and boy’s
goal circle, then the girl’s 8 meter, 12 meter fan, and center circle.

DO NOT PAINT OVER THE LINES! PAINT NEXT TO THE LINE.
Place the paint can in the can clamp. Start by rolling out the line to loop #GC place
stake into loop #GC place into the center of the GLE (goal line extended) Stretch line
out and mark the goal circle.
To mark the line from the side of goal circle to the corner of the 8 meter arc. Attach
loop #12 to the stake. Place the stake in the center back of the goal circle. Pull the line
out to side of the goal circle, and then up to unmarked clip next to the GC clip. Paint
from the side of the goal circle to the unmarked clip.
Pull up stake return to center of the goal circle roll line out to loop #8 place stake into
loop #8 place stake in center of goal center. Stretch line out and mark the 8 meter arc.
Pull up stake roll line out to loop #12. Place the stake back in the center of the goal
circle. Stretch line out and mark the 12 meter fan arc. Painting from one side of GLE to
the other side of GLE
To mark the hash marks on the 8 meter arc, start by marking the center hash mark, (a
3 ft painted line). Attach loop #12 to the stake. Place the stake in the top center of the 8
meter arc. Pull the line out to loop #8 down the arc line this will give the 4 meter
between each hash mark from the left and right of the center of the arc.
To mark the restart marks stake the #12 loop where the 8 meter arc would come if you
completed the 8 meter arc to GLE. Place the stake into GLE pull line to RM clip and
make a 12inch circle.
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Warning- Eazy Crease LLC products are tools. Adult supervision is required.

